2012 CHOW & 37th NOAA FISH FRY
and then... the Olympic 37th Fish Fry torch was lit.

The 37th NOAA FISH FRY
37th NOAA Fish Fry 2012

Carlos Farchette and Miguel Rolón
Lots of people attended.

Our Chef and Sous Chefs prepping for this huge crowd.

37th NOAA Fish Fry 2012
Our crew:
Chef - Juan Carlos Vicens
Sous Chef - María M. Velez
Sous Chef - Noel Vargas

37th NOAA Fish Fry 2012
CFMC Staff and Crew

37th FISH FRY 2012
The honorary crew: Evelyn Rolón, Luis Méndez and Edgar González

37TH FISH FRY 2012
We had a wonderful menu that included queen conch and lobster
We had a wonderful menu that included queen conch and lobster
Lobster stew

Stuffed Tostones with Conch and Fruit Salad

We had a wonderful menu that included queen conch and lobster
Spiny Lobster Gazpacho in brioche with rum aioli

Open Face Lobster Alcapurrias

We had a wonderful menu that included queen conch and lobster
Dr. Jane Lubchenco, Sam Rauch, Carlos Farchette

VIP Visitors
Dr. Jane Lubchenco, Chef Juan Carlos Vicens

VIP Visitors
VIP Visitors
The aftermath...

37th Fish Fry 2012